Abstract-Power injection uncertainties in distribution power grids, which are mostly induced by aggressive introduction of intermittent renewable sources, may drive the system away from normal operating regimes and potentially lead to the loss of long-term voltage stability (LTVS). Naturally, there is an ever increasing need for a tool for assessing the LTVS of a distribution system. This paper presents a fast and reliable tool for constructing inner approximations of LTVS regions in multidimensional injection space such that every point in our constructed region is guaranteed to be solvable. Numerical simulations demonstrate that our approach outperforms all existing inner approximation methods in most cases. Furthermore, the constructed regions are shown to cover substantial fractions of the true voltage stability region. This paper will later discuss a number of important applications of the proposed technique, including fast screening for viable injection changes, constructing an effective solvability index and rigorously certified loadability limits.
demand response programs, may push the system out of its viable region, where its steady-state equilibrium ceases to exist [2] , [3] .
Accordingly, the solution of power flow problem, which corresponds to the steady-state equilibrium, plays a critical role in LTVS assessment. The disappearance of solutions implies that the given injection, or the operating point, is beyond the network's solvability limit. That is, the network is incapable of supporting the amount of demanded load. For this reason, it is crucial for a network's LTVS that power system operators are aware of allowed ranges, or security regions, wherein the injections may vary without jeopardizing system stability.
The LTVS of power systems has been studied for several decades. A review of literature in this problem can be found in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Quite a few numerical techniques have been proposed to compute the critical loading level associated with LTVS, for example, the continuation power flow (CPF) [9] , [10] , and singular Jacobian-based methods introduced in [11] and [12] . Apart from these numerical methods, analytic approaches that rely on explicit solvability certificates can provide an alternative solution for constructing the solvability region in all dimensions. The first region-wise certificates were introduced in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Several advantages of these certificates have been discussed in [4] , including the ability to provide security measures and the possibility of reducing computational costs while considering multiple loading directions. The latter advantage follows from the fact that, unlike numerical approaches, the certificates can be reused even after the directions change.
Unfortunately, most region-wise approaches suffer from conservatism issues in which the characterized sets can become overly small. In recent work, Banach's fixedpoint theorem has been successfully applied to distribution systems and shown to construct large subsets of the stability region [6] , [7] , [18] . Among these, the results presented in [7] (denoted WBBP in our paper based on the authors' last names) dominate all previous results. However, WBBP's solvability criterion requires a specific condition on the nominal point, around which the solvability region approximation is constructed. In the regime where this condition is close to being violated, the estimated regions become conservative as shown in Section V-C.
In this work, we propose to use Brouwer's fixed-point theorem-a popular fixed-point theorem (especially in market economics [19] )-to overcome the conservative nature of the aforementioned methods. The constructed regions in the parameter space have a simple analytical form, i.e., a norm constraint on an affine function of the power injection inputs. This leads to significant computational advantages, and we outline several power systems applications which can employ the regions we construct. We demonstrate tightness of the solvability regions in the sense that our regions almost "touch" the boundary of the true, usually nonconvex, feasibility set. As a side note, while [20] , [21] have applied Brouwer's fixed-point theorem to decoupled power flow problems in lossless radial networks [20] , [21] , our approach considers full AC power flow equations which describe the actual lossy systems.
In the scope of this paper, we only consider distribution systems with constant power PQ buses, and we neglect shunt elements, tap changers, switching capacitor banks and other discrete controls on the grid. Though it is possible to incorporate a simple bound on the voltage magnitudes, we do not aim to enforce operational constraints. Finally, the topology of the system is assumed to be unchanged; we do not consider contingencies involving transmission line losses. Some extensions mentioned above are addressed in our more recent work [22] .
The main contributions of the paper are as follows. In Section II, we introduce the set of notations used in the paper, then we derive power flow equations and introduce Brouwer's fixed-point theorem. In Section III, we present our main technical contribution, in particular, the sufficient condition for solvability of AC power flow equations that appear in a single-phase distribution system (not necessarily radial) with PQ buses only. This solvability condition allows one to construct inner approximations of the solvability region in multidimensional injection space. Section IV discusses a number of practical applications of our result: a fast screening technique for speeding up LTVS analysis; the development of a fast-to-compute and informative index for solvability; rigorous techniques for computing certified loading gain limits. Finally, in Section V, we illustrate our technique's performance by testing on multiple IEEE distribution test feeders using MATPOWER. The simulation results show that our estimated regions can cover up to 80% of the true solvability, thus being sufficiently large for operational purposes, and in most of cases, our approximation dominates WBBP's results.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
The following notations will be used throughout this paper:
C : Set of complex numbers
Conjugate of x x x ∈ C n 1 : Vector of compatible size with all entries equal to 1 I : Identity matrix of compatible size
We study power grids composed of one slack bus and PQ buses. We use 0 to denote the slack bus and 1, . . . , n to denote the PQ buses. The slack bus voltage V 0 will be fixed as a reference value, and V 1 , . . . , V n are variables. The complex net power injection at bus i will be denoted as S i = P i + jQ i , where P i is the active power injection, and Q i is the reactive power injection. The sub-matrix of the admittance matrix corresponding to the PQ buses can be constructed by eliminating the first row and column, and this sub admittance matrix will be denoted by Y ∈ C n×n and its (i, k)-th entry as Y ik . The power balance equations can then be written as
Let V 0 denote the voltage solution associated with the zero injection condition, which corresponds to the zero current state in the absence of shunt elements. Then, V 0 is the solution to the system of linear equations
The power-flow equations can then be expressed in the following compact form:
where (3) is not the full matrix constructed for all buses of a network, but rather the submatrix obtained after removing the slack bus. This sub-matrix is non-singular, thus being invertible [7] , [23] .
Theorem 1 (Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem [24] ): Let F : U → U be a continuous map, where U is a compact and convex set in C n . Then the map has a fixed-point in U. That is, F(x x x) = x x x has a solution in U. The Brouwer's fixed-point theorem (see [24, Ch. 4, Corollary 8] ) has several forms, among which this particular form of the theorem applies to compact and convex sets in Euclidean space. Apart from the assumption on the continuity of the map, the theorem also requires the self-mapping condition; in particular, the domain and the codomain are the same sets. In Section III, we will use this theorem to derive sufficient conditions on S S S so that the conditions guarantee the existence of solutions of the power flow equations.
In particular, we will implement the following steps. First, we transform the traditional power flow equations into a fixedpoint form of voltage variables (see (12) ), so that Brouwer's fixed-point theorem can apply. The resulted fixed-point function will admit the power S S S as the parameters. Next, we define the set U as a ball in the voltage space (see the proof of Theorem 2). Then we characterize an admissible set of the parameter S S S which results in a self-mapping function within the ball U. The self-mapping condition is imposed by confining the image of the map within the domain. Then, the admissible set of S S S will ensure the existence of a power flow solution following Brouwer's fixed-point theorem. Note that there are similar results for more general sets of quadratic equations have been reported in our recent work [25] .
III. SOLVABILITY CERTIFICATES
In this section, we will apply Brouwer's fixed-point theorem to the full AC power flow equations in (3). The central result for the existence of a steady-state solution is introduced below.
Theorem 2: Let V V V be a solution to the power flow equations (3). Define
Let S S S ∈ C n , r > 0 be arbitrary and define S S S = S S S − S S S . Then, (3) has a solution if
Further, if r < 1, the solution V lies in the set
Proof: Define
ζ (S S S) = Z Z Z S S S , η(S S S) = Z Z Z S S S
Using Lemma 1 in Appendix A, we can rewrite ( 
or
Solving for y y y from the equation right above, we can see that
so that after expanding the expression for α α α, equation (8) 
We apply Brouwer's fixed-point theorem to (12) with the set {y y y : y y y ≤ r}. We take the norm of the RHS of (12) and apply triangle inequality and the definition of the matrix norm to obtain:
Since (13) is an upper bound on the norm of the RHS of (12), Brouwer's fixed-point theorem guarantees that (12) has a solution if (13) is smaller than r. Dividing (13) by r and requiring the result to be smaller than 1, we obtain (5) which establishes the theorem. Moreover, the solution will exist in the set
Applying the triangle inequality, we obtain
The sufficient condition (5) defines a convex approximation of the solvability set. The convexity can be seen as the left hand side of (5) is the sum of four terms of the type A A A T S S S + b b b . Each individual term is a convex function due to the triangle inequality. Then the convexity of the approximated sets follows from the fact that the sum of convex functions is convex.
A related point to consider is that, unlike the approach based on Banach's fixed-point theorem, the Brouwer approach developed in this work does not guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. However, it can provide other information about the solutions, namely the voltage range within which the solutions will lie (the set defined by (6)). Knowing the solvable voltage range is indeed crucial to practical operation of power systems as the operators concern about not only whether steady-state equilibrium exists but also whether such solutions are compliant with the voltage requirements. Another advantage of the Brouwer approach is that its central condition-the selfmapping condition-can easily handle operational constraints such as current thermal and power generation limits. Thus the technique lends itself to feasibility constrained problems, for instance, to estimate the feasibility set of an Optimal Power Flow. More details are presented in our more recent work [22] .
As our primary focus, is to construct inner approximations of the solvability region around a base operating point, we necessarily assume the solvability of such base point. In normal situations, the current operating point is solvable and is a suitable base operating point. Otherwise, the zero power and zero current condition is a trivial base operating point. The solvability of the operating point, consequently, implies that the base Jacobian J J J is non-singular.
The solvability condition presented in (5) is particularly useful if one is seeking for a solution that lies within some voltage bounds characterized by r. The value of r reflects the size of the solvability region; hence if one's focus is on solvability of given injections, then one might be interested in finding the largest possible estimated subsets, which can be found by optimizing the value of r, thus directing to the following result.
Corollary 1: Let U r denote the set of s satisfying (5) . Define the set
Then, the two following statements hold true.
• For every S S S ∈ U r , there exists a solution V V V to (3) satisfying (6).
• Further, for every S S S satisfying
there is a solution V V V to (3). Both claims of Corollary 1 can be proven following Theorem 2 by showing that there exists an equivalent certificate in the form of (5) characterized by an associated value of radius r. For the first claim, each injection S S S, which lies in U r , will also belong to some subset U r contained in U r . Thus, the associated radius is simply r. The second claim is proven by choosing a specific value of r given by
which transforms (5) into (17) . Furthermore, the fact that U r is the union of all U r where 0 ≤ r ≤ r implies that, for more restricted range of voltage solutions, the corresponding subset U r will be contained in the subset U r . This result reflects the fact that more varying power injections will cause a wider range of voltage variation.
The proposed solvability conditions (17) and (5) share the same physical interpretation which reflects the behavior of power systems. Both conditions are norm constraints on the parameter variation S S S representing loading conditions. As S S S increases, the norm of S S S increases as well and will eventually violate the solvability conditions. Since our conditions are sufficient but not necessary conditions for the existence of a solution, S S S may fail to satisfy our condition before the true point of voltage collapse. Therefore, the constructed region is conservative. The numerical evaluation in Section V-C studies this issue by looking at the ratio between the maximum loading for which S S S satisfies condition (17) . Moreover, these conditions also involve the inverse of the Jacobian at the base point. As the base point moves toward the solvability boundary, the Jacobian becomes close to singular and the norm of its inverse increases. In short, a slight increase in the loading level may violate the sufficient solvability criterion, implying that the solvability margin tends to decrease as the base point gets closer to solvability boundary.
To gain insight into the region characterized by the proposed certificates, we consider two special cases: the first is when the base operating condition has the zero power and the zero current in Appendix C, and the second is when the estimated bound almost touches the real one under the coalescence condition presented in Section IV.
In comparison to WBBP's estimate introduced in [7] , one of the least conservative known approximations, our constructions outperform in most of the studied cases. More specifically, we can provide a rigorous proof for the dominance of our estimations over WBBPs results for the zero loading condition (see Appendix C and also [25] ). For nonzero power operating points, simulation results presented in Section V also show that our estimates are most often superior. We observed a few exceptional cases wherein WBBP's estimations contain ours (8(b)), but we do not aim to provide any mathematical comparison between the two approaches for general base operating conditions. Another advantage of our framework is that we can obtain a region around any nominal solution (γ , s ) with non-singular Jacobian, while WBBP's approach requires a stronger assumption. Otherwise, it should be noted that our comparison is not entirely fair to WBBP, as the WBBP's condition guarantees uniqueness, whereas our condition only certifies existence.
IV. APPLICATIONS
The proposed sufficient solvability criteria are useful for a number of important operational functions including, but not limited to, verifying viable injections, loadability limit monitoring, and security-constrained optimization functions. As discussed at the end of Section III, it is possible to construct approximated convex regions which each has a simple analytic form. Such convex shapes then can be incorporated into the constrained optimization by replacing the original nonlinear power flow equations. Nevertheless, in the scope of this paper, we only consider three immediate applications: fast screening for viable injection change, effective solvability index, and certified loadability limit estimation.
A. Fast Screening for Viable Injection Change
The verification problem mainly concerns whether an injection is viable or not. Carrying out the verification over the real solvability region is challenging because the actual boundary is difficult to construct. Alternatively, we propose to use the approximated region characterized by sufficient solvability criteria. If the approximated solvability region is convex, the verification problem is indeed a membership oracle, a basic algorithmic convex geometry problem [26] . Once an injection is verified, the corresponding operating point is guaranteed to be solvable. Otherwise, other detailed tests need to take place. We introduce an algorithm for the purpose of fast screening below.
The screening problem usually considers a cloud of points in the injection space, or the potential injection set, and the task is as follows:
Screening problem: Given a set of potential injections P, classify all solvable and unsolvable points to sets F and I, respectively.
An injection is solvable if it belongs to a subset defined by criterion (17) . In our approach, we construct multiple solvability subsets to screen all solvable injection points. (17) w.r.t the seed then remove P(i) from P and add it to F end if end for else add the seed to I end if 4: Return I and F As one subset can be reused to verify multiple points, the screening time can be reduced significantly.
A fast screening procedure is presented in Algorithm 1. In the proposed algorithm, power flow (PF) (or continuation power flow (CPF) if PF does not converge) only needs to perform for the candidate scenario, or seed points. If any point in the given potential injection set satisfies the solvability condition (17) associated with the seed point, it is certified as solvable. More specifically, one needs to verify the condition (17) while assigning the seed point power level as S S S and the potential injection level as S S S. Among uncertified points which may or may not be solvable, we select another seed point and continue the screening process until all points from the potential injection set are classified.
In contrast, without a fast screening procedure, one typically solves the PF or CPF for each scenario in the set P to determine its solvability. Figure 1 illustrates the performance of the fast screening algorithm against a CPF-based one in terms of elapsed time. In this simulation, the potential injection set is generated uniformly randomly which mimics uncertain renewable injections. As expected, the time acceleration factor-a multiplier between two processing times consumed in the fast and CPF-based screening procedures-tends to increase when more scenarios are considered. The simulation results show that the proposed method can speed up the screening up to 400 times. According to our numerical observation, the performance of the fast screening method depends on the density of the potential injection set. The more concentrated the potential injection points are, the faster the screening outperforms.
Moreover, the performance of the proposed fast screening technique depends on the relative sizes of the feasible and infeasible sets, simply because the infeasible points cannot be verified by our certificates. Many infeasible points consequently cause the proposed approach to take more computation time compared to the CPF-based method as we have to construct our certificates. The folding acceleration result presented in Figure 1 corresponds to a small set of infeasible points that make up less than 5% of the potential injection points. The fast screening method is primarily proposed for monitoring purposes where one needs to assess whether the system will be "safe" in the next a few minutes. Within this short period, excessive predicted infeasible injections usually indicate that the system will likely exhibit voltage stability problems.
B. Effective Solvability Index
The above fast screening needs to verify all potential injection points by constructing multiple certificates; the proceeding section focus on the following problem.
Effective solvability index calculation: Given a set of potential injections P, compute the percentage of injection points which can be verified with a single certificate.
This problem is to demonstrate the effectiveness of a single certificate. To solve the problem, we first construct a solvability subset based on condition (17) then calculate the percentage of points that lie inside the constructed region. This percentage can serve as an estimated measure of solvability-or as we denote it as the effective solvability index-to help the system operators to quickly make decisions on whether or not to continue operating the system (with the same settings) under a given level of uncertainty of power injections. An example of the procedure calculating the index is described below. Figure 2 illustrates the performance, in terms of the percentage of certified random injections, of a single certificate characterized by (17) for several IEEE distribution test feeders with renewables. We modify the test cases to accommodate ∼35% renewable penetration by installing photovoltaic panels (PVs) at more than one third of the load buses. The PV locations are selected uniformly and randomly. Potential injection sets are generated by varying the PV outputs with two separate methods; the first method randomly selects PV outputs from a uniform distribution over a range of ±500% of the base load/injection, while the second method randomly and uniformly selects from the forecast data for May 03, 2017 available online [27] . In Figure 2 , the results were recorded in the percentage of number of injections certified, where the red and blue data corresponds to the first and second PV output selection methods, respectively.
As indicated in the plot, one single certificate, on average, is able to certify ∼ 95% of the random injection sets, and even the lower bound of this percentage is well over the majority. For all test cases, it is also evident that the certificate may even extend to certify exhaustively the potential sets. The simulation thus illustrates that, even with the high uncertainty and randomness added from the renewable injections, one certificate can encompass a considerable portion of the solvability region. Apparently, though the performance of one certificate might depend on the test case configurations as well as the random injection sets, the operators can carry out this quick test to roughly estimate the system viability for a given amount of uncertain injections. If the index above an acceptable level of security, say 0.95, no more assessment is required.
C. Certified Admissible Gain Limits
In practice, the system operators may be interested in the distance between the current operating point and the insolvable boundaries. For each possible loading direction, one can normalize the corresponding incremental loading vector S S S, and then solve for the maximum gain, λ max , for which the system remains solvable. The smallest λ max of all possible loading directions, or loading gain limit, can also be used to quantify the system stability. We can define the associated problem formally as the following.
Loading gain limit problem: For a given base injection power S S S , find the maximum gain λ max for which the system will remain solvable along all possible normalized loading direction S S S, or S S S = 1. Solving for the loading gain limit can be formulated as a min − max optimization problem described below:
The optimization problem (19) is difficult to solve in general; however, solvability condition (17) can estimate a lower bound called the certified admissible gain, λ CAG . In our approach, we will characterize λ CAG with the help of Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Let λ M be the larger positive root of the following equation Then, the certified admissible gain can be computed as
The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in Appendix B. Moreover, it is worth mentioning the certified gain is a lower bound of the optimal objective value of the min-max problem (19) . The enforced solvability constraint ensures that the loading level S S S = S S S + λ CAG S S S is solvable for all normalized loading directions S S S. In other words, the certified gain is independent of incremental loading directions but depends on the base operating point.
To validate the certified loading gain, we compare it with the estimated gain λ B from condition (17) and the actual gain limit, λ R . We choose the loading direction where all loads increase equally, as the system will otherwise soon become stressed and the stability margin will decrease significantly. Table I shows that, for this specific loading direction, the certified gain is around 30% − 80% of the true gain limits. For the estimated gain from (17), the ratios are higher, or even equal to 1 in some cases. When the ratio reaches 1, the condition (17) and its strong form (20) are equivalent along the homogeneous loading direction.
V. NUMERICAL STUDIES

A. Run-Time Analysis
To generate a solvability certificate (17) , the main burden is to explicitly compute for the matrix Z Z Z and J J J −1 that requires the inverse of the admittance matrix Y Y Y and J J J , respectively. In general, the computation effort involved in such inversion depends strongly on the properties of the network, and is hard to characterize a-priori, with empirical studies suggesting that the scaling is faster than O(n 2 ) [28] . Instead of discussing the theoretical complexity, here we only assess the computational efficiency of generating certificates under the assumption that the impedance matrix and the inverse of the Jacobian are given. The matrix Z Z Z needs to be computed only once unless the network topology changes, and for a base operating point, the nominal matrix J J J and its inverse is fixed. Consequently, such matrices can be reused while repeatedly generating the certificate (17) , for example, in the screening problem considered in Section IV-A. Then, a run-time analysis is performed to estimate the running time needed to generate a single certificate as the system size, N, increases. In particular, for each test case, we repeatedly generate the same certificate and measure the corresponding elapse time. The codes are written in MATLAB and implemented in a regular laptop with a configuration of 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB Memory. The average elapsed time to generate a certificate 
B. A Toy Example and the Coalescence Condition
Consider a 2-bus test case with a slack bus with V 0 = 1∠0, and one load bus with unknown voltage V∠θ consuming an amount of apparent power S = P + jQ. The line connecting the two buses has an impedance of R + jX. In the base case, we have S = 0 and V = V 0 . Applying the condition (17) to the 2-bus system yields the inequality below:
In the following simulations, we construct the estimated solvability boundaries and the real boundaries while varying the R/X ratio. Very high R/X ratios are not practical, yet we examine such extreme cases to illustrate the conditions for the coalescence between the approximated and the actual solvability boundaries. Figure 3 is plotted in PQ space where the solid black curves represent the real boundaries, and the solid red curves represent the estimated boundaries using Brouwer approach. From Figure 3 , the most important observation is that the two boundaries may be tight in some directions that satisfies the condition P/Q = R/X, a ratio which we will refer to as the "matching" ratio. Note that the equation P/Q = cot(φ) holds, where cos(φ) is the load power factor. The coalescence condition is then proved as below. For the 2-bus toy system, the condition for the existence of a real solution can be expressed as [29] , [30] (RQ − XP)
Under the coalescence condition For large-scale distribution systems, unfortunately, we can neither observe any case where the estimated boundary matches the actual one nor provide any rigorously mathematical proof or estimation regarding the gap between the two boundaries. However, extensive simulation results reveal that the coalescence condition "almost" holds for large systems with a zero-loading base point. Figure 4 plots the covering ratio-which we define as the ratio of the estimated loadability limit to the real loadability limit-against the homogeneous power factors cos(φ) and cot(φ). The intersection point of each pair, consisting of the horizontal curve and the vertical line of the same colour, indicates the maximum ratio for the corresponding distribution system. All maximum ratios are larger than 0.8, indicating that the estimated solvability limit can cover more than 80% of the actual limit. Moreover, the matching P/Q ratio or cot(φ) can be approximated by the average R/X ratio of the lines. In all considered test cases, with P/Q = R/X , the maximum covering percentage is circa 80%. It can also be seen that, if the lines are almost homogeneous in terms of the R/X ratio, the matching ratio likely falls within the most common range of R/X as shown in Table II for the 33-node, 69-node, 123-node, and 141-node test feeders.
C. Large-Scale Distribution Feeders
In this section, we continue constructing the solvability regions for larger scale test feeders. Some of those test cases are provided in MATPOWER package [31] . Moreover, we use only per-unit system with the detailed information is included in the corresponding MATPOWER test cases. For example, for the 22-bus case, the base quantities are 10 MVA and 11 kV. Note that most of our simulations consider incremental loading scenarios which maintain a constant power factor of cos(φ) = 0.9, or P i / S i = 0.9 with bus i is a load bus. The effect of the power factor is discussed in Section V-B. Apart from that, the real loadability limits for all considered test feeders except the 2-bus toy system are computed using the traditional continuation power flow technique. For a normal loading condition, Figures 5, 6 show that the approximated solvability region is large enough compared to the actual loadability region. Figure 6 illustrates the coalescence condition where the relation P/Q ≈ R/X holds, implying that the estimated boundary almost matches the actual one. For this simulation, the base loading level is doubled the demand provided in the MATPOWER package. Moreover, we choose the incremental loading vector such that P i / S i = 0.867, P i = 0.1 P 1 with i ∈ {2, 3} where bus i is a load bus, and P 2 = P 3 .
In addition, if the voltage bound of the solutions is of interest, one can construct the solvability region using (5) with the corresponding radius r, where 0 ≤ r < 1. The volume of the union of the regions U r increases with r, implying that, if one imposes a tighter bound on the voltage solution, then the power injections need also be confined inside a smaller set. Figure 7 clearly confirms the preceding statement.
The solvability criterion is constructed using normconstrained bounds which, define a region in parameter space where the system has power flow solutions. As visualizing the corresponding solvability regions in multi-dimensional space is challenging, we only plot their cross-section in the plane of two different parameters. In each 2D plane, we consider a series of directions characterized by different incremental loading vector S S S, along which we trace the maximum power level following the estimation technique described in Appendix D. Then the estimated solvability boundaries in blue are easily created by connecting all estimated maximum points. Meanwhile, the actual loadability and WBBP's boundaries are also constructed using the same set of loading directions.
We also compare our method to that of WBBP introduced in [7] . In most of the cases, the solvable regions constructed using Brouwer's approach encompass WBBP's. Figure 5 shows that, for a zero-loading base point, our certificate is identical to that of WBBP's in the consumption regime, but it starts dominating as the loads inject powers. In practice, the injecting condition can be realized with distributed generation. There are some special cases such as in Figure 8 (a) wherein Brouwer boundary is much larger than that of WBBP's. In this particular simulation, the load consumes more reactive power than active power at the base operating point. From a mathematical perspective, such base point voltage is close to the limit where WBBP's solvability condition is no longer valid. As a result, the characterized region becomes extremely conservative. In contrast, our estimation is still functional. However, there exist some regimes where WBBP's method outperforms ours. An example of such cases is shown in Figure 8(b) where the system is much more stressed than usual. In these simulations, the base case has a homogeneous power factor (i.e., all loads have the same power factor). This power factor is 0.2425 and 0.2316 for the cases illustrated in 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. Moreover, for the incremental loading vector, we fix the power factor P i / S i = 0.9, and all loads at bus i = 3, . . . will increase by a factor of 0.1, or in short, P i = 0.1 P 1 for i ∈ {1, 2}. We further imposed the condition P 1 = P 2 .
The relative performance comparison between the two methods is extensively analyzed for the modified 141-node test feeder with renewable penetration used in Section IV-B. We assessed 10, 000 random loading scenarios in which the load buses with PVs can either inject or consume powers. The histograms plotted in Figure 9 show that WBBP's results can cover circa 80% of ours, which in turn cover almost the same percentage of the real limits. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we developed an inner approximation technique for constructing convex subsets of the solvability region for distribution systems based on Brouwer's fixed-point theorem. The constructed regions can be used in security-related functions that rely on steady-state snapshots. In particular, the proposed fast screening tool based on the sufficient solvability conditions was shown to have a considerably faster screening process compared to that of the conventional screening process. Meanwhile, we introduced a new stability indicator, the certified admissible gain limit, which represents a safe gain wherein the system may move along any incremental loading directions without exhibiting voltage instability.
As mentioned earlier, this work focuses only on distribution systems with PQ loads, and only simple bounds on the voltage solution can be imposed. For future research, we plan to extend the proposed technique to handle voltage-controlled buses in transmission networks and incorporate operational constraints such as voltage and current limits. In addition, it is possible to include 3-phase AC distribution systems in the proposed framework.
APPENDIX A
Lemma 1: Equation (3) can be rewritten as y y y + ζ (S S S )y y y = −η( S S S) − η( S S S) y y y − ζ ( S S S)y y y − y y y ζ (S S S)y y y
where
Multiplying by V V V −1 on the left, we get
After leaving only 1 on the RHS, factor out V V V −1 so that we are left with the equation below:
Substituting in the values for Z Z Z and γ γ γ , and defining x = V V V −1 V V V , the above equation reduces to
Let y y y = x x x − 1. Conjugating the above equation, we obtain
which expands to 
Meanwhile, we know that, by the definition of η(S S S) and γ γ γ , 
Any variation S S S = λ u that satisfies (36) will also satisfy (17) . Letting the inequality (36) hold as an equality, yields (20) . Moreover, to guarantee the real non-negativity of the square root term in (20) , it requires that 
Then if λ M is the larger positive root of the equality (17), we can calculate below the certified gain with which the system can be loaded along all normalized incremental direction without encountering voltage collapse:
APPENDIX C THEORETICAL COMPARISON TO WBBP'S RESULTS FOR THE NOMINAL SOLUTION Here we show that, for the nominal solution V = 1, S S S = 0, our solvability certificate implies that by WBBP. In other words, for such nominal base point, our inner approximation encompasses WBBP's. To prove this, we introduce the related quantities used in [7] 
If we use the bound ζ (S S S)1 ∞ ≤ ζ (S S S) ∞ , this condition is implied by the condition
which is the region defined by Corollary 1 in [7] . Thus our analysis produces a stronger result than that from [7] for the zero power operating point.
APPENDIX D MAXIMUM LOADING GAIN ESTIMATION
For a given base point S S S and a loading direction u u u, one needs to compute the maximum solvable loading level. A lower bound of such maximum level can be computed as S S S + λ B u u u, where λ B is the maximum gain satisfying the sufficient solvability condition (17) In the condition above, all terms with star marks are given for a base point, and the loading direction u u u is assumed to be known. Furthermore, with the help of the triangle inequality Z Z Z S S S + λ u u u ≤ Z Z Z S S S + λ Z Z Z u u u , one can obtain a stricter condition of (42) which can be easily further transformed into a quadratic inequality in variable λ. Let such a quadratic inequality hold as equality, then one can find at most two corresponding solutions. λ B will be the largest solution which satisfies 
The condition above is imposed simply to ensure the nonnegativity of the square root term associated with the stricter condition of (42).
